Hello everyone…
Cheri and I are excited to come to East Coast School and share our program, The Art of Landscape
Photography. To enhance the experience along with classroom time, we will be doing several on
location photographic sessions.
To help make things go smoothly here are some of our suggestions to make it a memorable experience:
We don’t expect everyone to go out and purchase new gear, you can make do with what you have and
I’m sure there are others willing to share gear if necessary.
Camera with any lens you have. Please have all batteries fully charged and ready to go.
Tripod-should go without saying, so necessary for landscape photography.
Remote trigger or cable release- If you don’t have one, we can set up your timer on your camera.
Variable neutral density filters to fit your main lens you use- We have the 10x variable ND filters. Again,
you do not have to go out and purchase these.
We love layered clothing. Start with a simple shirt, then add a sweater or light jacket, and have available
a warmer coat in case in early AM or the late Evening. Bring a cap or hat and warm gloves if your hands
tend to get cold.
Comfortable walking shoes- We do not recommend flip fops or sandals, as nothing ruins a shoot quicker
than cold feet.
Long pants to keep legs warm.
Snacks and drinks to keep your energy up.
If you want to bring some samples of your work, and we have time, we can do critiques on images.
Please bring them on a jump drive.
Laptops if you want to take notes or work on images in the evening. Don’t forget card readers.
Notebooks to take notes in.
We plan on an early Saturday shoot and go right to the class for discussion. Come prepared to have gear
and classroom materials ready. We will probably leave right from the class for the evening shoot, so
have clothing and gear ready to go then.
See you all soon
Dennis & Cheri Hammon

